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ABSTRACT: Herein we present a combined study of the evolution of
both the photoluminescence (PL) and the surface chemical structure of
organic metal halide perovskites as the environmental oxygen pressure
rises from ultrahigh vacuum up to a few thousandths of an atmosphere.
Analyzing the changes occurring at the semiconductor surface upon
photoexcitation under a controlled oxygen atmosphere in an X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) chamber, we can rationalize the rich
variety of photophysical phenomena observed and provide a plausible
explanation for light-induced ion migration, one of the most conspicuous
and debated concomitant effects detected during photoexcitation. We
find direct evidence of the formation of a superficial layer of negatively
charged oxygen species capable of repelling the halide anions away from
the surface and toward the bulk. The reported PL transient dynamics, the partial recovery of the initial state when
photoexcitation stops, and the eventual degradation after intense exposure times can thus be rationalized.

T he irruption of hybrid organic−inorganic perovskite
devices1−5 in the field of optoelectronics has generated

great interest in the analysis of the fundamental processes that
lie behind their optical and electrical properties.6−9 These
materials are generically formulated as ABX3, where A is an
organic cation (CH3NH3

+, CH(NH2)2
+), B a metal cation

(Pb2
+, Sn2

+), and X a halide anion (I−, Br−, Cl−). While they
present large optical absorption, efficient photocarrier trans-
port, and high photoemission or electroluminescence quantum
yield, the instability of these properties is also one of their most
distinctive features.10 One of the main sources of instability is
that induced by external irradiation, which has been further
established to depend strongly on the environment.11−15 In
particular, analysis of the temporal evolution of the photo-
emission is a means to readily identify and characterize the
magnitude of the changes observed. In brief, simultaneous
exposure to gaseous oxygen and light causes an initial increase
of several orders of magnitude of the luminescence (photo-
activation). Upon continuous excitation, luminescence will
eventually start dropping and reach values lower than the initial
ones, an effect that is accompanied by decomposition of the
semiconductor (photodeactivation). The dynamics, magni-
tude, and reversibility of this latter process depend strongly on
illumination intensity and exposure time. Remarkably, all of
these modifications of the luminescence are accompanied by a
redistribution of the ions, which move away from the
illuminated areas16,17 and whose driving force is currently
being debated.
Herein we show a systematic study of the effect that the

simultaneous occurrence of photoexcitation and oxygen in the
environment has on both the photophysical properties and the

chemical structure of organic metal halide perovskite films.
One of our most interesting observations is that, in order to
observe significant photoemission in organic metal halide
perovskites, the presence of oxygen in the environment is
required, the material being practically inactive before being
exposed to this gas. The time evolution of the photo-
luminescence (PL) with time shows, in turn, a strong
dependence on the level of oxygen pressure in the chamber.
All of our observations are rationalized based on either well-
established facts in the field or the results of our own analysis
of the modification of the chemical structure of the
semiconductor surface by means of XPS. In this regard, we
provide evidence that simultaneous exposure of CH3NH3PbX3

(in brief, MAPX3) perovskite films to oxygen and light with
energy above the electronic bandgap yields the formation of
anionic oxygen species that accumulate as a negatively charged
layer on the semiconductor surface. These reactive species may
provide the electrostatic driving force necessary to induce ion
migration and defect annihilation, which cause momentary
reconstruction of the imperfect bulk lattice and, simulta-
neously, initiate slow and gradual degradation of the lattice.
The mechanism herein proposed provides a satisfactory
explanation to, up to now, seemingly contradictory effects,
such as the initial enhancement of the photoemission and the
subsequent degradation of the organic metal halide perov-
skites.
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First, we perform systematic analysis of the dependence of
the photophysical properties of an organic metal halide
perovskite versus the level of oxygen in the environment. In
order to do so, a freshly prepared thin film of CH3NH3PbBr3
(MAPBr), synthesized within a glovebox under a controlled
oxygen-free (<0.5 ppm) atmosphere (see the Experimental
Methods section), is transferred to an ultrahigh vacuum (10−8

Torr) chamber. Figure 1a displays the PL maximum intensity
(λ = 533 nm) transients attained under continuous
illumination (λ = 450 nm) of a MAPBr film both at ultrahigh
vacuum (black solid line) and at increasing levels of oxygen in
the chamber, namely, 1, 2, 4, and 8 Torr (red, blue, magenta,
and green solid lines, respectively). In these latter cases, the
phases in which photoactivation and photodegradation are
dominant can be readily identified, just as in other hybrid
perovskites.11−13 However, measurements taken in the absence
of oxygen show a slow decay of the PL and no activation
whatsoever. This behavior can be understood in light of recent
studies realized by Maier and co-workers,18 which have
demonstrated that the photogeneration of carriers, in the
absence of oxygen, induces a strong increase of the density of
both halide vacancies in the crystalline structure and neutral
iodine in the interstitial sites as a result of enhanced ion
conductivity within the material, thus leading to a more
defective lattice. This should yield poorer photoemission, as
pointed out before by Petrozza et al.14 and in good agreement
with our observations. In Figure 1b, the different parameters
analyzed to study the relation between the modifications of the
PL observed and the level of oxygen pressure are identified, i.e.,
background and maximum PL, labeled as PL0 and PLmax, and
the rate at which photoactivation occurs, ka. Although all three
rise with oxygen pressure in the chamber, the reasons why each
one of them increases can be attributed to different processes
taking place in the material. The gradual increase of PL0

displayed in Figure 1c implies that the presence of molecular
oxygen itself, before photoexcitation starts, is already capable
of increasing the PL by orders of magnitude. This observation
is in good agreement with the mechanism proposed by De

Angelis, Mosconi, et al. for MAPI,19 by which molecular
oxygen is capable of temporarily deactivating deep hole traps
associated with interstitial iodine, forming relatively stable
oxidized species. It can also be observed in Figure 1d that the
time required to start observing the PL rise is relatively long
(from around 1 to 10 min for the range of pressures employed)
and shortens (i.e., ka increases) as the oxygen pressure in the
chamber is set at a higher value. PLmax (Figure 1e) shows
asymptotic behavior, which indicates that trap passivation may
be reaching saturation even for a relatively low oxygen pressure
(8 Torr) and short photoexcitation times.
Our observations demonstrate that the dynamics of the

photoinduced processes leading to reduced nonradiative
carrier recombination and thus higher PL in MAPX3

perovskites strongly depend on the level of molecular oxygen
in the environment. While the mechanism described in ref 19
accounts for the increase of background PL (PL0) herein
reported, which occurs in the absence of photoexcitation,
subsequent light-induced PL activation and deactivation
requires a more complex explanation as it has been repeatedly
proven to be associated with ion migration.16 More specifically,
correlated optical microscopy and elemental analysis per-
formed in single crystals demonstrate that illuminated areas
become gradually depleted of halide anions, regardless of the
perovskite composition and morphology.17,20 This migration is
partially reversed if the material is left to rest in the dark, but if
illumination is maintained for long times or is too intense,
visible degradation occurs and PL vanishes irreversibly.
Therefore, effects induced by the combination of illumination
and oxygen are always accompanied by halide ion migration,
which is thought to occur through halogen vacancies.21 These
facts pose a question about the driving force responsible for
ion motion in organic metal halide perovskites when they are
photoexcited in the presence of oxygen. Any proposed
mechanism of PL enhancement and decay must account for
these conspicuous related phenomena.
In order to provide some further insight into this question,

we study the changes induced in the chemical structure of the

Figure 1. (a) Time evolution of the PL from a MAPBr film exposed to different O2 pressures: 0.75 × 10−8 (black), 1 (red), 2 (blue), 4 (magenta),
and 8 Torr (green curve). (b) Characteristic PL activation curve (gray line) indicating the initial (PL0) and maximum PL (PLmax) and the PL
activation constant (ka). The black curve represents exponential growth fit. The evolution of these parameters with O2 pressure are shown in (c−e)
for ka, PLmax, and PL0.
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inorganic metal halide perovskite surface as a result of the
exposure to light with energy above the electronic bandgap
(labeled as phase 0), the simultaneous exposure to such light
and oxygen (phase I), and while resting in the dark after the
treatment (phase II). In order to do so, MAPBr films are
introduced in a prechamber of an XPS apparatus, in which
ultrahigh vacuum was made. There, they can be photoexcited
with blue light (λ = 450 nm) and exposed to a controlled
oxygen pressure (1 Torr), chosen in view of the results shown
in Figure 1. The effect of these treatments on the PL is again
monitored by measuring in situ the photoemission spectrum
through a quartz window, but in this case, modifications of the
surface are periodically studied by XPS. For this, ultrahigh
vacuum is recovered in the prechamber after oxygen exposure
and films are transferred to the main chamber, where they are
analyzed without having been exposed to the ambient. The
duration of each XPS measurement is indicated using gray
shaded backgrounds in Figure 2, where it can be seen that,

overall, the PL intensity follows a similar trend as the one
observed in the transient displayed in Figure 1a. Full details on
the experimental setup, as well as on initial tests without light
and oxygen, can be found in the Experimental Methods section
and in the Supporting Information (Figures S1 and S2).
The evolution of the amount of all relevant elements,

namely, lead, bromine, nitrogen, and carbon, was monitored
through the changes in the Pb 4f, Br 3d, N 1s, and C 1s XPS

signals. As the amount of Pb at the surface remained almost
constant during the whole analysis, as revealed by the integral
of the corresponding signal, we use it as a reference to estimate
the changes in the concentration of the rest of the elements.
First, the XPS analysis of the MAPBr during phase 0 (vacuum
and light) showed that photoexcitation gives rise to a
sequential transformation of Pb2+ into Pb0, while the signals
of bromide, nitrogen, and carbon remain stable (see Figures S4
and S5). Degradation of the CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) perovskite
to yield Pb0 under similar conditions had already been
proposed.22 Our observations indicate that the transformation
that MAPBr undergoes when subjected to ultrahigh vacuum
and light of energy, hν, higher than the electronic bandgap, Eg,
is consistent with the following chemical equation

⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯ + ↑ + ↑
ν>

CH NH PbBr Pb CH NH Br Br
h E

3 3 3
0

3 3 2

g

where the following photochemical processes are taking place

+ → → ↑
− + •2Br 2h 2Br Br2

+ →
+ −Pb 2e Pb2 0

This implies degradation of the lattice, in good agreement with
the gradual PL intensity decay versus time observed in the
absence of oxygen, as shown in Figure 1a (black solid line). It
is at the same time compatible with the increase of halogen
vacancies reported in ref 18.
However, as soon as oxygen is introduced in the chamber

(phase I), the Pb0 signal almost disappears and only Pb2+ is
detected (see Figure S3). Simultaneously, signals correspond-
ing to oxygen species become very strong, evidencing the
adsorption of these species on the perovskite surface. The
evolution of these signals is monitored through the binding
energy dispersion of the photoelectrons extracted from the 1s
orbital of oxygen (O 1s). A selection of the photoelectron
energy spectra, taken after different photoexcitation and O2

exposure times, is displayed in Figure 3a. In order to fit these O
1s spectra, three different components must necessarily be
considered, which are assigned to oxide (O2−) at 530.0 ± 0.1
eV, water (H2O) at 533.0 ± 0.1 eV, and superoxide (O2

−) at
531.8 ± 0.1 eV. Symmetric Gaussian and Lorentzian product
functions have been used as line profiles. Peak positions and
widths have been kept constant for all fittings, and their full
physical meaning has been carefully confirmed. In this regard,

Figure 2. Evolution of the PL maximum intensity (λ = 533 nm) of a
MAPBr film with time under excitation with monochromatic light of λ
= 450 nm in a 1 Torr O2 atmosphere. The time required to perform
XPS acquisition at ultrahigh vacuum is also indicated (gray regions).

Figure 3. (a) Deconvolution of the O 1s signals acquired from the photoexcited sample (phase I) or from the same sample after keeping it in the
dark at ultrahigh vacuum after the treatment (phase II). Fitting of the spectra is realized assuming different species: H2O at 533.0 ± 0.1 eV, O2

− at
531.8 ± 0.1 eV, and O2− at 530.0 ± 0.1 eV. (b) Evolution of the Ototal/Pbtotal (gray circles), H2O/Pbtotal (black circles), O2

−/Pbtotal (red circles),
and O2−/Pbtotal (green circles) atomic ratios for the whole experiment. (c) Evolution of the Br/Pb (orange circles), C/Pb (dark green circles), and
N/Pb (blue circles) atomic ratios for the whole experiment. Please note the horizontal (time) axis is represented in logarithmic scale for panels (b)
and (c).
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please notice that the O 1s electrons in hydroxide (OH−) and
peroxide (O2

2−) present a similar binding energy as that in
superoxide species. However, the presence of OH− and O2

2− is
unlikely due to the much higher energies required for their
formation;23,24 therefore, we can consistently assume that the
main contribution to this O 1s signal comes from the O2

−

species. H2O, O
2−, and O2

− signals increase significantly as the
light and oxygen soaking treatment evolves, as can be seen in
the panels labeled phase I in Figure 3a. The variations of each
one of the oxygen species with respect to lead, i.e., H2O/Pb
(black circles), O2−/Pb (green circles), and O2

−/Pb (red
circles), are shown in Figure 3b. Oxides and superoxides are
the ones that increase more rapidly, while water content grows
gradually. Concurrently, the amounts of bromine, carbon, and
nitrogen significantly decrease during phase I, as can be seen in
Figure 3c, in which we plot the evolution of the Br/Pb (orange
circles), C/Pb (dark green circles), and N/Pb (blue circles). In
fact, after 20 h of combined photoexcitation and oxygen
exposure, the nitrogen signal has almost disappeared and the
carbon one has dropped significantly. These observations are
consistent with the following processes occurring at the surface
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The formation of adsorbed O2
− upon illumination of the

perovskite is a central concept to understand the origin of the
ion migration effects reported and their relation to the
transient PL observed. The adsorption of O2 and its
subsequent transformation in O2

− implies that oxygen
molecules have a greater electron affinity than the perovskite
semiconductor work function, and it is strongly favored if the
sample is photoexcited as the amount of electrons available
increases. In fact, photostimulated oxygen adsorption on the
surface of semiconductors is a well-known phenomenon,
profusely described and discussed.25

In this context, the presence of adsorbed superoxide species
and others that can derive from them, such as peroxides (O2

2−)
and hydroxides (OH−), can provide the driving force for the
photoinduced ion migration phenomena reported in the
presence of oxygen, as well as open a path for degradation of
the lattice. The proposed mechanism would be as follows:

(i) At short times ( ≪t
k

1

a

) after photoexcitation starts, O2
−

species form on the semiconductor surface as a result of
the electron capture by O2 molecules, while interstitial
halogen is formed close by hole capture by the halide
anions in the perovskite lattice.18 In the specific case of
MAPBr, the depletion of the bromine, carbon, and
nitrogen XPS signals also indicates that volatile
molecular bromine and methylamine may be produced,
revealing that degradation of the lattices starts as soon as
the sample is exposed to oxygen and light, even if it is
not noticeable in the evolution of the PL.

(ii) After some time ( ≈t
k

1

a

), the surface density of O2
− is

high enough as to activate, by electrostatic repulsion, the

migration of interstitial halide anions away from the
surface and toward the bulk,26 thus favoring the
annihilation of halide vacancy/interstitial (in our case,
VI

+/BrI
̅) Frenkel pairs, identified by De Angelis et al. to

be relatively abundant in metal halide perovskites.27 This
temporary reduction of the density of nonradiative traps
in the bulk of the material is the reason for the
reinforcement of the PL observed.

(iii) For longer times ( ≫t
k

1

a

), the degradation caused by

reaction of a fraction of the O2
− anions with the

perovskite, via formation of O2
2−, overcomes the healing

effect caused by defect annihilation associated with ion
migration to the bulk of the semiconductor and
eventually destroys the perovskite, causing the partially
irreversible decrease of the PL reported.

These conclusions are further supported by XPS analysis of
the samples after the simultaneous exposure to light and
oxygen has ended (phase II). While resting in the dark inside
of the XPS apparatus, the evolution of their surface is again
periodically analyzed. Interestingly, all three O 1s signals,
although weaker, are still present for times >100s of hours
(panel labeled II in Figure 3a), revealing the stability of the
photogenerated oxygen species. The concentration of O2− is
the one that drops more rapidly with time, while both H2O
and O2

− are more stable and remain. Signals corresponding to
C and N are not recovered (dark green and blue circles,
respectively, in Figure 3c, phase II), in good agreement with
the formation of volatile methylamine. However, in accordance
with our proposed mechanism of halide ion migration, part of
the bromine returns to the surface, as the recovery of the Br 3d
peak indicates (orange circles in Figure 3c).
The mechanism of ion migration and temporary lattice

restoration based on the formation of a surface layer of
negatively charged oxygen species herein proposed consistently
explains the main phenomena observed when photoexcited
organic metal halide films are exposed to oxygen. Also, it
integrates the hypothesis proposed by others to explain the
different aspects involved. Photodegradation of MAPI was
attributed to the reaction of superoxide (O2

−) species, first
observed by Haque et al.28 However, neither the PL
enhancement initially observed, before degradation begins,
nor the concomitant illumination-induced halide ion migration
phenomena reported were addressed. Also, a variety of
phenomena related to light-induced PL enhancement had
been hypothesized, such as the partial restoration of the lattice
by light-induced annihilation of halide Frenkel pairs,27 for
which our model provides a driving force. In fact, the presence
of a negatively charged surface layer that would give rise to ion
redistribution that can lead to PL enhancement had been
speculated by Stranks et al.16 Our model actually identifies
these charged surface species and the precise mechanism by
which they are formed in the presence of oxygen if
photoexcitation occurs. Please notice that this picture is fully
compatible with previous reports on fast molecular oxygen
diffusion through the intergranular space in perovskite films
and later conversion to superoxide on the semiconductor
domain surface, as hypothesized in ref 15, which has been
shown to take place on the order of minutes. The possibility
that adsorbed molecular oxygen may act as an electron
scavenger to form superoxide species capable of passivating
surface iodide vacancies has recently been demonstrated on the
grounds of density functional theory calculations,29 in full
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agreement with our observations. Finally, it has been recently
proposed30 that upon light irradiation certain iodide-based
perovskites, MAPI and FA0.7MA0.25Cs0.05PbI3, undergo a lattice
expansion that is responsible for red-shifted and improved PL
as well as better photovoltaic performance. Further, for the
mixed-cation perovskite, no evidence for ion migration was
found. While such lattice modification may be present in
MAPBr, its magnitude is expected to be much smaller as we
did not find any spectral changes upon light irradiation (see
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the presence of

oxygen in the environment plays a crucial role in the PL
activation of organic metal halide perovskites, the emitted
intensity being practically null under truly inert environments,
i.e., under ultrahigh vacuum. By combining in situ PL and XPS
analysis, we have studied the chemical modifications that take
place on the surface of organic metal halide perovskites when
they are photoexcited in the presence of oxygen. On the basis
of these analyses and previous well-established facts, we can
rationalize the observed evolution of the photoemission
properties of organic metal halide perovskites with time at
different fixed oxygen atmospheres. We find experimental
evidence that supports the creation of a negatively charged
layer of adsorbed anionic oxygen species on the surface of the
organic metal halide perovskite and propose a mechanism that
provides a driving force for the observed migration of halide
anions away from the illuminated areas toward the bulk of the
material, where the PL is enhanced. It also explains the gradual
and parallel degradation of the lattice that, eventually, has a
deleterious effect on the PL. We believe our findings can help
understand better the fundamental optically induced chemical
processes that occur in these semiconductors and hence to
solve the instability associated with them, which is a task of
great relevance in order to fulfill the high technological
expectations that they generate.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Preparation of Perovskite Films. Films were deposited on silicon
or glass cover slides. Both types of substrates were treated with
O2 plasma cleaner. MAPBr films were prepared following the
nanocrystal pinning technique described in ref 31. A 40% (w/
w, total) solution of CH3NH3Br and PbBr2 (1:1 molar ratio) in
dimethyl sulfoxide was prepared by dissolving appropriate
amounts of the compounds. The precursor solution was
deposited by spin coating (Ossila Limited) following a two-
step procedure: 7 s at 500 rpm and 90 s at 3000 rpm. During
the second stage, chloroform was added drop by drop to the
spinning substrate. Finally, samples were treated at 90 °C for
10 min.
Optical Characterization. The temporal evolution of the

maximum of the PL spectrum from a MAPBr film shown in
Figure 1a was measured using a homemade setup in which a
continuous wave (CW) diode laser (λ = 450 nm, 6.9 mW) was
used to excite the sample through an achromatic lens ( f = 30
cm), which served also as collection optics to record the PL
through a fiber-coupled spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics
USB2000). The optical setup was located outside of the XPS
chamber, and access was granted through a transparent quartz
window.
Fitting of the PL Transients. The activation constant of the PL

was extracted by fitting the PL dynamics from the initial
background level (PL0) to half of the maximum PL value

achieved upon illumination (PLmax) using an exponential
growth model.
XPS Experiments. The surface of the MAPBr thin films was

explored by XPS with an ESCALAB 1 (Vacuum Generators)
instrument, which was upgraded with a SPECS Phoibos 100
DLD hemispherical electron energy analyzer. It consisted of a
main ultrahigh vacuum chamber connected to two preparation
ones. The base vacuum of the main chamber was <10−9 mbar,
while the base vacuum of the preparation ones was <10−8

mbar. To prevent their surface from contamination/corrosion
by atmospheric reagents, (H2O, O2, CO2, hydrocarbons, etc.),
samples were glued onto the sample holder inside of the
glovebox within a few minutes after their synthesis and
immediately transferred to one of the preparation chambers of
the XPS spectrometer inside of doubled-sealed plastic bags
filled with N2. The X-radiation used to excite the samples was
Mg Kα (hν = 1253.6 eV).
Atomic ratios of the detected elements at the surface of the

samples were determined from the intensity of their main
photoemission peaks: O 1s, N 1s, C 1s, Br 3d, and Pb 4f. For
all of these photoemission signals, lineal backgrounds were
used to determine the area under the peaks, and later on, these
raw intensities were corrected for their calculated atomic
sensitivity factors, which take into consideration the inelastic
mean free path of each particular photoelectron,32 the
photoionization cross sections of each atomic orbital,33 and
the transmission function of the electron kinetic energy
analyzer.34 It must be noted that all three parameters are
currently far from being error-free,35 and large divergences
between calculated and empirical sensitivity factors have been
reported. Consequently, the absolute atomic percentages
derived from them are only a first approximation to the real
ones, and they do not allow one to get a chemical formula for
the composition of the surface. However, they are good
enough to follow the evolution of the atomic ratios, with
relative errors lower than ±1%.
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